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Russian Federation

33 Data collector
CESSI (Institute for Comparative Social Research)

34 Depositor
Anna Andreenkova, National Coordinator

35 Funding agency
Russian Humanitarian Scientic Fund (RGNF)
Highest School of Economics (HSE)

36 Grant number
14-03-18007

37 Mode of data collection
37.1 Main questionnaire

Computer assisted personal interview, CAPI: No

Paper and pencil interview, PAPI: Yes

37.2 Contact form questionnaire
Computer assisted personal interview, CAPI: No

Paper and pencil interview, PAPI: Yes

38 Type of research instrument
Structured questionnaires in:
Russian

39 Field work period(s)
27 of November 2014
22 of February 2015

40 Geographic unit
Statistical inference possible at the regional level: Yes

Is your country part of the NUTS nomenclature or Eurostat's statistical regions for EFTA
and Candidate countries?

No

Suggested grouping of the regional categories:
The same as in the table above (regions) and the same as in datafile variable
REGIONRU
NUTS level in data file

Geographic units in dataset:
1 - North Western FO
2 - Central FO
3 - Volga FO
4 - South FO
5 - North Caucasian FO
6 - Ural FO
7 - Siberian FO
8 - Far East FO
If your country is not part of the NUTS nomenclature, please give a short
description of the regional level used in the data file
80 units of federation (oblasts) were grouped into 8 standard administrative regions
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(called Federal Okrugs in Russia = which is standard administrative division now which
is also used by National Statistical Agencie and Census data is collected)

41 Geographic coverage
Russian Federation

42 Sampling procedure

42.1 Use of opt-out list
Does some kind of opt-out list exist in your country? No

When does the opt-out list take effect:
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43 Fieldwork procedures
43.1 Interviewer selection

Total number of interviewers: 258

Number of interviewers with previous experience from working with the ESS: 81

Number of inexperienced interviewers: 26

Number of new interviewers recruited specifically to work on the ESS fieldwork: 26

43.2 Briefing of interviewers
How many of the interviewers received ESS specific personal briefing?: 258

Total length of ESS specific personal briefing(s) per interviewer: 4-8 hours

Written ESS specific instructions: Yes

Was the ESS guidelines document: "Best practice guidelines and Interview scenarios"
provided to interviewers:

No

Was the ESS briefing example interview ("dummy interview") conducted using the
guidance provided:

No

Training in refusal conversion: Yes

Training on how to fill in contact forms: Yes

Training on how to fill in observable and dwelling information: Yes

Materials on observable and dwelling information:
Photos: Yes

Video-tape recording: No

43.3 Employment status of interviewers
Free-lance interviewers: Yes

Employees of the fieldwork organisation: No

Other: No

43.4 Payments of interviewers
Hourly rate: No

Per completed interview: Yes

Assignment fee (set fee for working on a set of sample units): No

A regular fixed salary: No

Bonus arrangement: Yes

Other: No

If bonus arrangement or other, please specify:
Bonus for interviewing in remote areas, bonus for successful interview after 4 attempts of
contacts, bonus for response rater higher than 70%, higher payment for interview if
refusal conversion has occured

43.5 Advance information
Use of advance letter: No

Use of brochure: No

43.6 Call schedules
First contact by: Visit

Number of minimum required visits per respondent/sampling unit in total: 4

Number of visits required to be on a weekend: min 1 out of 4

Number of visits required to be in the evening: min 1 out of 4
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43.7 Respondent incentives
Respondent incentives: Yes

Unconditional monetary incentives, paid before the interview: No

Conditional monetary incentives, upon completion of the interview: No

Unconditional non-monetary incentives (incl. vouchers), provided before the interview: No

Conditional non-monetary incentives (incl. vouchers), upon completion of the interview: Yes

Please specify:
Incentive was used only in large cities with very low response rate (about 25% of all
interviews)
Other response enhancing measures:
Use of other response enhancing measures (call-center, web-pages, etc.): Yes

Description of other response enhancing measures:
Web-site of ESS in Russian for informating respondents about the current wave,
previous results and the project in general, ESS business card with coordinates of the
web-site was given to all contacted households

43.8 Strategies for refusal conversion
Strategies for refusal conversion: Yes

If yes, please describe:
We re-contacted all respondents/ households who had at least small chance to being
converted after some time of the first refusals
- we paid interviewers per interview but the payment for completed interview after refusal
conversion was 30% higher than any other interview.
- the decision about refusal conversion was taken by regional field manager based on
the evaluation of “soft-hard” refusal in the contact sheet and the de-briefing of interviewer
(clarifying the reason of refusal and the circumstances of it).

43.9 Pretest
The period in which the pretest interviews were held: 16 of September 2014 -

1 of October 2014
Number of pretest interviews: 50

Which techniques were used in the pre-test?
face-to-face interviews (like in the main survey) Yes

cognitive interviews No

tape recording of interviews No

video recording of interviews No

other, please describe:

What was the main purpose of the pre-test?
check the translations Yes

check the CAPI script / routing No

check the PAPI questionnaire / routing Yes

44 Control operation
44.1 Interviews

Number of units selected for back-check: 978

Number of back-checks achieved: 942

Number of units where outcome was confirmed: 942

Type of back-check: Personal or Telephone: Personal: 241,
Telephone: 701
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44.2 Refusals
Number of units selected for back-check: 68

Number of back-checks achieved: 56

Number of units where outcome was confirmed: 56

Type of back-check: Personal, Telephone or Mail: Telepohne: 56

44.3 Non-contacts
Number of units selected for back-check: 156

Number of back-checks achieved: 45

Number of units where outcome was confirmed: 45

Type of back-check: Personal, Telephone or Mail: Personal: 15,
Telephone: 30

45 Cleaning operations
45.2 Checking and control of main questionnaire CAPI program(s)

45.3 Verification of optical scanning or keying of main questionnaire
Was the scanning or keying of the main questionnaire checked?: Yes

Approximate proportion of the main questionnaires checked: 15%

45.4 Verification of supplementary questionnaire
If the supplementary questionnaires were scanned or keyed, was the scanning or keying
checked?:

No

Approximate proportion of the supplementary questionnaires checked:

46 Deviations
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47 Response rates
47.1 Break down of response and non response, main questionnaire

A. Total number of issued sample units (addresses, households or individuals): 3889

B. Refusal by respondent: 218

C. Refusal by proxy, or household or address refusal: 778

D. Refusals by opt-out list: 0

E. No contact (after at least 4 visits): 377

F. Language barrier: 0

G. Respondent ill or incapacitated, unable to co-operate throughout fieldwork period: 11

H. Contact, but no interview for other reasons (broken appointment, respondent
unavailable, other reasons):

55

I. Address not traceable: 3

J. Address not residential (institution, business/industrial purpose) / Respondent resides
in an institution:

0

K. Address not occupied (not occupied, demolished, not yet built) / Address occupied,
but no resident household (weekend or second home):

2

L. Other ineligible address: 0

M. Respondent emigrated/left the country long term (for more than 6 months): 0

N. Respondent deceased: 0

U. Invalid interviews: 0

V. Number of valid interviews: 2445

X. Records in the data file: 2445

Y) Number of sample units not accounted for: 0

Response rate main questionnaire X/(A-(sum of J,K,L,M,N)): 62.90%

47.2 Supplementary questionnaires
Number of completed supplementary questionnaires: Supplementary

questionnaire not
fielded

48 Estimates of Sampling error

49 Weighting

50 Other study-related materials
50.7 Occupation coding

Classification used in coding of occupation:
First coded to a national classification based on ISCO and then bridged to match the
ISCO08:

No

First coded to a national classification and then bridged to match the ISCO08: No

No previous coding, occupation coded directly into the 4-digit ISCO08: Yes

Occupation coding procedures:
When did the coding of occupation for respondent and partner take place:

At the time of the interview: No

Later on: Yes

Coding procedures:

Were any occupation strings coded by more than one coder (double coding): Yes

Was an adjudicator used: Yes

If yes, was adjudication done:
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by sampling Yes

on difficult cases Yes

Is some kind of automatic/semiautomatic coding used in the coding process: No

Short description of coding and checking procedures:
Each questionnaire were checked manually by coder to check the logical consistency,
missing data, Other category and comments of interviewer inside the questionnaire.
Occupation and Industry variables were first entered into Excel sheet and then coded by
1 coder and checked by another.
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EDUCATION Russian Federation    

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
For official information on the measurement of education in the ESS see ESS document Appendix A1 Education 
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Russian Federation

1. Educational system
Short description of educational
system:

National education system includes
-compulsory general education (11 grades of secondary school)
-professional education of three levels – primary, medium and high. Primary professional
education can be obtained after 9 grades of general secondary education, primary professional
education also provide secondary general education, it lasted 2-3 years. Medium level
professional education requires 4 years of training after 9 grades of general education and also
include the course of general secondary education, or 2-3 years of training after the completion
of secondary general education.
National education system are in constant reform. Few years ago general secondary education
was extended to 11 years instead of 10 years. High education is also under the reform.
Traditional Russian system is one-tier 5 years of training in either university or specialized
institute. Two-tier system was introduced (4+2) but not in all universities.

Short description of any outdated
programmes referred to in the
categories in the of the country-specific
education variables:

Categories 1-2 are only possible for older generations because since beginning of 70s Russia
introduced obligatory 10-years general education and people can not have less than that.
Categories 8-9 in opposite are only applicable to younger generations because two-tier system
was introduced only in the recent years (different starting years in different colleges)

Description of how qualifications from
abroad have been coded into
EDULVLB

All countries of the former Soviet Union had the same system of education therefore all
categories in our list are applicable. We did not have respondents with qualification from other
countries and did not have a need to code them.

2. Education variables
2.1 Country specific education variables
Respondent: Question number(s),
Country specific variable name(s)

f15 - EDLVDRU
f16 - EDUYRS

Partner: Question number(s), Country
specific variable name(s) f44 -  EDLVPDRU

Father: Question number(s), Country
specific variable name(s) f52 - EDLVFDRU

Mother: Question number(s), Country
specific variable name(s) f56 - EDLVMDRU

2.2.1 Country specific variables for the construction of EDULVLB

Question number and variable name: F15 EDLVDRU

Categories and category labels 01. Voobshche ne uchilsya v shkole ili zakonchil lish 1-2 klassa shkoly (nezakonchennaya
nachalnaya shkola)

02. Zakonchil 3-7 klassov srednyeĭ shkoly, no ne poluchil attestata ob osnovnom obshchem
obrazovanii

03. Poluchil attestat ob osnovnom obshchem obrazovanii (7 klassov po sisteme do 1958 goda,
8 klassov po sovetskoĭ sisteme 60-80-h godov ili 9 klassov po sovremennoĭ sisteme), no ne
poluchil nikakogo professional´nogo obrazovaniya

04. Zakonchennoe srednyee obshchyee obrazovanie (10 let po staroĭ sisteme, 11 let po novoĭ),
poluchil attestat, no ne poluchil nikakogo professionalnogo obrazovaniya

05. Nachalnoe professionalnoe obrazovanie - zakonchil PTU, FZU, FZO, professionalno -
tehnicheskii litsyeĭ, kotorye ne davali srednego obshchego obrazovaniya (obuchenie do 1 goda)

06. Nachalnoe professionalnoe obrazovanie - zakonchil PTU, professionalno - tehnicheskiĭ
litsyeĭ, kotorye takzhe dali srednyee obshchyee obrazovanie (1-3 goda obucheniya) ili na baze
polnogo srednego

07. Srednyee professionalnoe obrazovanie - zakonchil tehnikum, uchilishche, kolledzh (2-4
goda obucheniya)

08. Poluchil diplom bakalavra v vuze posle 4 let obucheniya po novoĭ dvuhstupenchatoĭ
sisteme

09. Poluchil diplom magistra v vuze posle dopolnitelnyh 2 let obucheniya po novoĭ sisteme

10. Zakonchennoe vysshyee obrazovanie po 5-6-letnyeĭ sisteme (diplom spetsialista)

11. Nauchnaya stepen (kandidat, doktor nauk)
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2.2.2 Construction of EDULVLB on the basis of country specific variables specified in section 2.1

Country specific categories EDULVLB

F15 (EDLVDRU) = 01 0 Not completed ISCED level 1

F15 (EDLVDRU) = 02 113 ISCED 1, completed primary education

129 Vocational ISCED 2C < 2 years, no access ISCED 3

212 General/pre-vocational ISCED 2A/2B, access ISCED 3 vocational

F15 (EDLVDRU) = 03 213 General ISCED 2A, access ISCED 3A general/all 3

221 Vocational ISCED 2C >= 2 years, no access ISCED 3

222 Vocational ISCED 2A/2B, access ISCED 3 vocational

223 Vocational ISCED 2, access to ISCED 3 general/all

F15 (EDLVDRU) = 05 229 Vocational ISCED 3C < 2 years, no access ISCED 5

311 General ISCED 3 >=2 years, no access ISCED 5

312 General ISCED 3A/3B, access ISCED 5B/lower tier 5A

F15 (EDLVDRU) = 04 313 General ISCED 3A, access upper tier ISCED 5A/all 5

321 Vocational ISCED 3C >= 2 years, no access ISCED 5

322 Vocational ISCED 3A/3B, access 5B/lower tier 5A

F15 (EDLVDRU) = 06 323 Vocational ISCED 3A, access upper tier ISCED 5A/all 5

412 General ISCED 4A/4B, access ISCED 5B/lower tier 5A

413 General ISCED 4A, access upper tier ISCED 5A/all 5

421 ISCED 4 programmes without access ISCED 5

422 Vocational ISCED 4A/4B, access ISCED 5B/lower tier 5A

423 Vocational ISCED 4A, access upper tier ISCED 5A/all 5

510 ISCED 5A short, intermediate/academic/general tertiary below

F15 (EDLVDRU) = 07 520 ISCED 5B short, advanced vocational qualifications

610 ISCED 5A medium, bachelor/equivalent from lower tier tertiary

F15 (EDLVDRU) = 08 620 ISCED 5A medium, bachelor/equivalent from upper/single tier

710 ISCED 5A long, master/equivalent from lower tier tertiary

F15 (EDLVDRU) = 09, 10 720 ISCED 5A long, master/equivalent from upper/single tier tertiary

F15 (EDLVDRU) = 11 800 ISCED 6, doctoral degree

5555 Other

Applies to: Respondent (EDULVLB), partner (EDULVLPB), father (EDULVLFB) and mother (EDULVLMB)

2.2.3 Intended deviations from the official ISCED mapping

323: F15 (EDLVDRU) = 6 is classified as ISCED 3C long in official ISCED mappings. Because it gives access to university, this has been
classified as ISCED 3A vocational (code 323) in EDULVLB in ESS instead of ISCED 3C long (code 321). This category contains primary
professional education after attestat 2, which is classified as ISCED 4C in official ISCED mappings, because it is perceived to be
equivalent.

3. National education expert
Name of national education expert Dr.Anna Andreenkova

Institutional affiliation CESSI (Institute for Comparative Social Research)
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INCOME Russian Federation

For official information on the income measure in the ESS see ESS document ESS Appendix A2 Income                                                                                                                                                                              
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Russian Federation

1. Data source
Name of data source for income
categories: CESSI Monitoring of Social-Political situation in Russia from summer 2013

Year of data source: 2014 spring

Type of data

Sample survey data: Yes

Register data: No

Census data: No

Description of survey: National sample 18 years old and over, personal interviews in respondent’s homes based on
probability random sample

2. Income deciles
Source data Income deciles

01 Less than 9000 rubles (9%) J Less than 9000 rubles (or less than 108 th rubles a year)

02 9’001-12'000 rubles (10%) R 9'001-12'000 rubles (108-144 th rubles a year) 

03 12’001-15'000 rubles (9,5%) C 12'001-15'000 rubles (144-180 th rubles a year) 

04 15’001-18'000 rubles (9,5%) M 15'001-18'000 rubles (180-216 th rubles a year) 

05 18’001-21'000 rubles (10,5%) F 18'001-21'000 rubles (216-252 th rubles a year) 

06 21’001-25'000 rubles (10%) S 21’001-25'000 rubles (252-300 th rubles a year) 

07 25’001-30'000 rubles (10,5%) K 25'001-30'000 rubles (300-360 th rubles a year) 

08 30’001-40'000 rubles (11%) P 30’001-40'000 rubles (360-480 th rubles a year)

09 40’001-60'000 rubles (11%) D 40’001-60'000 rubles (480-720th rubles a year)

10 More than 60'001 rubles (9%) H More than 60'001 rubles (more than 720 th rubles a year)

Income decile table refers to:

Weekly No

Monthly Yes

Annual No

Are the income figures adjusted to
2014 level? No

If no, please give the reason for not
adjusting the benchmark data: Source data are from 2014 therefore it was not adjusted

Do the national benchmark data refer
to the household's total income, after
tax and compulsory deductions, from
all sources?

Do the national benchmark data refer
to household income for all
households, unadjusted for size or
type?

3. Exchange rate
National currency versus the Euro (€)
at the time of fieldwork 1 euro=58,5 Russian rubles
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POLITICAL PARTIES Russian Federation
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Russian Federation

1. Political parties
Language used in data file: English

Year of last election: 2011

Official party names, English
names/translation, and size in last
election:

1: Единая Россия - United Russia - 49,3% (Parliamentary elections 2011)
2: КПРФ (Коммунистическая партия Российской Федерации) - CPRF (Communist party of
RF) - 19,2% (Parliamentary elections 2011)
3: ЛДПР (Либерально-демократическая партия) - LDPR - 11,7% (Parliamentary elections
2011)
5: Правое дело - Pravoe Delo - 0,6% (Parliamentary elections 2011 no seats)
6: Яблоко - Yabloko - 3,4% (Parliamentary elections 2011 no seats)
7: Патриоты России  - Patriots of Russia - Did not participated in National Parliamentary
elections, but only in few regional elections
11: Справедливая Россия - Fair Russia - 13,2%  (Parliamentary elections 2011)
16: Гражданская платформа (М.Прохоров) - Party "Civic Platform" - New party (claim to be
without ideology), did not participate in any elections yet
19: Партия Прогресса (Р.Шайхутдинов) - Party of Progress - Did not participated in National
Parliamentary elections, but only in few regional elections

Description of political parties listed
above

1: United Russia
Established in 1999
Current leader -Vladimir Putin.
Pro-government center party
Pro-government party established before elections 1999 under name “Edinstvo” (23,7% of
votes). Participated in elections 2003 (38,2%) and became the largest party in the Parliament.
In elections 2007 won 64,1% of votes and got 315 seats in State Duma. In latest elections at
December 2011 won 49% of votes in single national district and got 238 out of 450 seats in
National Parliament.
Support of strong state, all government decisions and policies, centrist in economic views,
support government policy on creation of large state-run companies in all major industries. In
2012 Presidential elections supported Putin. After Putin got the post of the President of Russia.

2: CPRF (Communist party of RF)
Established in 1993 (as a heritage of Communist party of USSR)
Current leader - Gennady Zyuganov
Left (greater state control in economy, social provision, strong state)
Participated in all Parliamentary selections, always elected and nominated candidate in all
Presidential elections (V.Zhyuganov). In 1993-12% of votes, 1995 – 22,7%, 1999-24,8, 2003 –
12,8%. In elections 2007 got 11,6% of votes (57 out of 450 seats in the Parliament). In 2011
Parliamentary elections was the main competitor of pro-government party “United Russia” and
got 19% of votees (92 seat in the Parliament).

3: LDPR
Established in 1990
Current leader is Vladimir Zhirinovsky
Nationalist, populist
Participated in all Parliamentary selections, was always elected. nominated candidate in all
Presidential elections (V.Zhirinovsky). In 1993 -22,9% of votes, 1995 – 11,4%, 1999-6,1, 2003
– 11,6%. In elections 2007 got 8,2% of votes (40 out of 450 seats in the Parliament), 11,7% of
votese in 2011 (56 seats).

5: Pravoe Delo.
Established at November 2008
Leaders - Before June 2011- Gozman, Bovt, in June-September 2011 was headed by billioner
businessman Michail Prochorov, from September 2011 - Andrei Dunaev, then Vyachevslav
Maratkranov

Right party (pro-market reform, liberal democracy), liberal in politics, neoconservative in
economy
Party was established after self- dissolution of party Union of the Right Forces. Party
participated in latest Parliamentary elections at 2011 and got the smallerst percentage of votes
(0,6%), not passing 7% barrier to get seats. Major issues are free market economy, human
rights, democracy, civic society, closer cooperation with Western countries (joining EU)

6: Yabloko.
Esbablished at 1993
Current leader is Sergei Mitrochin
Right center, liberal democratic
Participated in all Parliamentary elections – 7,8% of votes in 1993, 7,0 in 1995, 6,0 in 1999, 4,0
in 2003 (did not pass 5% threshold). Party got only 1,59% of votes (no seats in the Parliament)
in 2007. In June 2008 former leader and founder of the party Grigory Yavlinsky left the post of
the head of the party. In latest 2011 elections the party got 3,4% of votes (no seats). Party is
popular in large cities among intelligentia (12% of votes in St.-Petersburg and 9% in Moscow in
latest elections). Party participated in regional elections and got seat in regional Parliaments in
3 regions - St.Petersburg, Karelia and Pskovskaya oblast.

7: Patriots of Russia
Established at April 2002
Leader is Gennady Semigin
Left center, social-democrat, patriotic
Party was organized after splitting from Communist Party of Russia. Formally the party was
formed by changed the name and the leadership of Russian party of Labor. It included a lot of
members of Russian party of labor, Nationalno-derhavnaya party of Russia, Eurasian Party and
since 2008 -Party of Revival of Russia. It was also united with Russian political party of peace
and unity in 2008 but splitted with it in 2011. Party did not participated in latest national
Parliamentary elections, but participated in some regional elections (10% of votes in the
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Parliament of Dagestan and 8% of votes in Kaliningrad oblast).
Major issues are social provision, social-democratic principles, partiotic slogans "Patritism is
higher than politics".

11: Fair Russia/ Spravedlivaya Rossia.
Established at 1998 – Party of Russian regions, since 2004 – Party “Rodina”, from 2006 Party
“Fair Russia: Rodina/ Pensioners/Life, from June 2009 – party “Fair Russia”
Current leaders are Nikolai Levichev and Sergei Mironov
Center left, social democratic, member of Socintern
In Parliamentary elections of 2007 got 7,8% of votes, passed 7% threshold and got 38 seats in
the Parliament. In 2011 it improved its result and got 13,2% of votes.
Major issues are Social security issues, rights of people in need, interests of pensioners,
socially-oriented state

16:Party "Civic Platform"
Established in June 2012 by top businessman in Russia Michail Prochorov after his
participation in Presidential elections in 2012.
Party is manifested to be new type of party uniting activists of different ideology and giving the
opportunity for new people for be elected .
Official leader is Elena Bulavskaya, but ideological leader - Michail Prochorov.

19: Party of Progress
opposition party, before 2014 it called Narodny Aliance. Party was refused to be officially
registered in 2014. The leader of he party in 2013 is the leading opposition politician Alexei
Navalny (before he was arrested). Party did not participate in national elections, but in some
regional elections in Moscow and St.-Petersburg regions.
The party is radically right-wing. I suggest to totally change economic and political system of the
country, favoring liberal free market economy of USA type. Party is in favor of anti-immigration
measures, but also for democratization and decentralization of power.

2. Electoral system
Number of votes registered in the election for primary legislative assembly at the national level:

Only one single vote registered: Yes

Two or more votes registered: No

Description of the electoral system for
this assembly:

The major legislative body in the country is State Duma – lower chamber of the Parliament
(higher chamber is not elected by direct popular vote). The total number of 450 deputies
elected for 4 years term before 2011 and for 5-years term since 2011.
There were 6 Parliamentary elections in Russia since the break down of the Soviet Union –
elections of 1993, 1995, 1999, 2003, 2007 and 2011. Four parliamentary elections were
conducted using mixed system – 50% of the Parliament was elected in 225 single mandate
district according to plurality rule (the nominated of candidates were either through parties or
independent candidates collecting the required number of voter’s signatures), 50% - in single
national district by proportionate party system with 5% threshold. The turnout of 50% of all
voters was required to count the elections valid. Since 2005 new electoral rules were
introduced and applied to 2007 and further elections. All 450 deputies were elected by
proportional party system in single national district with 7% threshold and no minimum turnout
requirement. The new law also exclude the option “against all” in the ballot, forbid electoral
blocs (only individual parties) and forbid independent observers (only observers from political
parties participating in the elections).
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LEGAL MARITAL AND RELATIONSHIP STATUS Russian Federation

For official information on the measurement of legal marital and relationship status in the ESS see ESS document 
Appendix A4 Legal Marital and Relationship status
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Russian Federation

1. Legal marital status
Question number Variable name Country specific variable name (if applicable)

 F11 MARSTS

1.1 Categories and codes of national instrument

1.1.1 Legally married

National instrument category code 01

National instrument category wording Состоите в официальном браке

1.1.2 In a legally registered civil union

National instrument category code NA

1.1.3 Legally separated

National instrument category code NA

1.1.4 Legally divorced/Civil union dissolved

National instrument category code
(Legally divorced) 04

National instrument category wording
(Legally divorced) Официально разведены

National instrument category code
(Civil union dissolved) NA

Description Only Legal divorce is judicially accepted term in Russia and it is very well understood (and often
practices). Legal divorce is official procedure when is rather easy and quick in case the couple
does not have children and slightly more difficult if there is no agreement on children (then court
hearing should decide about the conditions of divorce).

1.1.5 Widowed/Civil partner died

National instrument category code
(Widowed) 06

National instrument category wording
(Widowed) Вдовец/вдова

National instrument category code
(Civil partner died) NA

1.1.6 None of these (NEVER married or in a legally registered civil union)

National instrument category code 77

National instrument category wording Ничего из перечисленного - НИКОГДА не состоял в официальном брак
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2. Legal relationship status
Question number Variable name Country specific variable name (if applicable)

F6 RSHIPSTS

2.1 Categories and codes of national instrument

2.1.1 Legally married

National instrument category code 01

National instrument category wording Состоите в официальном браке

2.1.2 In a legally registered civil union

National instrument category code NA

2.1.3 Living with my partner (cohabiting) - not legally recognised

National instrument category code 03

National instrument category wording Живете вместе, но официально не зарегистрированы

Description Живете вместе, но официально не зарегистрированы

2.1.4 Living with my partner (cohabiting) - legally recognised

National instrument category code NA

Description NA

2.1.5 Legally separated

National instrument category code NA

2.1.6 Legally divorced/Civil union dissolved

National instrument category code
(Legally divorced) 06

National instrument category wording
(Legally divorced) Официально разведены

National instrument category code
(Civil union dissolved) NA
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